EM BE HANOI (NORTH VIETNAM, 1974)
(Other titles: La bambina di Hanoi; Child of Hanoi; Enfant de Hanoi; Girl of Hanoi; Hanoi little girl; Little girl of Hanoi; Madchen von Hanoi; Petite fille de Hanoi; Ragazza di Hanoi)

Credits: director, Hai Ninh; writers, Hoang Tich Chi, Vuong Dan Hoan.
Cast: Lan Huong, Tra Giang, The Anh, Kim Xuan.
Summary: War film set in Hanoi during and after the 1972 Christmas bombing of the city by American B-52 bombers. Ngoc Ha (Lan) is a twelve-year-old music student who searches for her missing parents and sister through the ruins of the city. She is protected by kindly soldiers and eventually reunited with her injured younger sister.
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